Cc
‘kuh’ for cat
cat candy
cup of coffee
cow in a coat
a

‘ah’ for apple

animal alphabet

angry ant

act like an alligator
‘tuh’ for tiger

ten tiny teeth

tickle your toes

talk on the telephone
six silly socks

sing a sad song

see the summer sun

‘sss’ for snake
‘mm’ for monkey

mug of milk

meet a monkey

mouse on the moon
nine nice nails

'nn' for nose

no noisy noses

Nick never naps at night
‘huh’ for horse

happy horse, ha, ha, ha.

hug a hairy heart

who’s a hungry hippo?
'duh' for dog

dine on donuts

dizzy Doctor Duck

Dan the dancing deer
rubber rabbits
ride a red rhino
run around the radio

‘ruh’ for rhino